
ECON 301, Professor Hogendorn

Review Problem Set 10

1. Landfill. A landfill company is considering the purchase of used

garbage trucks. Each truck costs P and will last for 2 years, after

which its scrap value is $5,000. At the end of each year, each truck

will increase the company’s profits by $10,000. The risk-adjusted

return on capital is 8%.

There are many other companies with similar opportunities, and

the used garbage truck market is competitive. What must be the

price of a used garbage truck?

2. Glendivot. The Glendivot distillery makes Scotch whisky and then

stores it for a period of time before selling it. The market price of a

barrel of Glendivot is

V (t ) = 480t −12t 2

where t is the number of years of aging.

(a) The distillery produces a private reserve which is consumed

only by the owner’s family. The objective is to produce the

highest possible value Scotch without reference to costs. How

long is the private reserve aged?

(b) The distillery also produces its regular product for commer-

cial sale. Its faces an interest rate of 5%, compounded con-

tinuously. How many years does it age its regular product?

(c) Suppose the market for Scotch is perfectly competitive and

in long run equilibrium with no entry or exit of firms (a du-

bious assumption, but let’s go with it). Assume there is only
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one cost the distillery incurs: the cost of distilling a barrel’s

worth in the first place. How much does it cost to distill a

barrel? (Note: ignore the private reserve; that is private con-

sumption by the owner.)

3. Mackenzie. Mackenzie Rembrandt had a famous ancestor who painted

a family portrait that has been handed down to her. The value of

this painting increases over time according to the function

V (t ) = 10t −2t 2

where t is the number of years starting now and V is measured in

millions of dollars.

(a) If Mackenzie’s objective is to let the painting appreciate to its

maximum value and then give it to a museum, when should

she give away the painting?

(b) Suppose instead that Mackenzie views the painting as an in-

vestment, and she can get a (continuously compounded) in-

terest rate of 7%. When should she sell the painting?

4. Meat-packing. Let the demand in a city for meat be

Q = 24−4
p

p

There are 6 meat-packing plants, each with production function

f (L) = L2/3 where L is the number of hours that meat-packers are

employed. The wage for meat-packers is w = 3 never changes in

this problem.

(a) Suppose all 6 meat packing plants are separately owned, and

therefore we will treat them as perfect competitors. What is

an individual firm’s supply curve and the market supply curve?

(b) How many hours of meat-packing work will there be in mar-

ket equilibrium?
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(c) Now suppose all six plants are purchased by one company

which operates them as a monopoly, allocating 1/6 of its to-

tal production Q to each plant. What is this monopoly’s MC

curve?

Answers:

1. Landill_a.

PV =−50,000 ·10+ 100,000

1+ r
+ 100,000

(1+ r )2
+ . . .+ 100,000

(1+ r )7

If r = 0.10, PV =−13,158.10. It’s better not to buy the trucks.

If r = 0.08, PV = 20,837.01. It’s good to buy the trucks.

2. Glendivot_a.

(a) To solve maxt V (t ) = 480t −12t 2 find the FOC:

V ′(t ) = 480−24t = 0 ⇒ t = 480

24
= 20

(b) To solve maxt PV (V (t )) = e−.05t (480t −12t 2) the FOC is:

dPV (V (t ))
d t = (480−24t )e−.05t − .05e−.05t (480t −12t 2) = 0

480−24t −24t +0.6t 2 = 0

0.6t 2 −48t +480 = 0

Use the quadratic formula or a calculator to find that t =
11.7.

(c) Using the best “technology” available (i.e. t = 11.7), there must

be a present value of zero when discounted at the proper

rate:

PV =−cB +e−.05·11.7(480 ·11.7−12(11.7)2) = 0

cB = $2,213.56
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3. Mackenzie_a.

(a) Just maximizing the value of the painting leads to the first

order condition:

dV

d t
= 10−4t = 0 ⇒ t = 2.5 years

(b) In this case, the problem is to maximize e−0.07t V (t ), which

leads to the first order condition:

(10−4t )e−0.07t + (10t −2t 2)(−0.07)e−0.07t = 0

The exponential terms cancel, and we can simplfy to:

0.14t 2 −4.7t +10 = 0

Using a calculator (or the quadratic formula), we find

t = 2.28 or 31.29

Only the first answer is economically meaningful in this sit-

uation.

4. Meat-packing_a. Here is Mathematica code to answer part (c) of

this problem:

L=y^3

TConeplant=3(y/6)^3

TC=6TConeplant

MC=D[TC,y]

Q=24-4*p^(1/2)
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inverseQ=p/.Solve[y==Q,p][[1]]

TR=inverseQ*y

MR=D[TR,y]//Simplify

ymonopoly=y/.Solve[MR==MC,y][[2]]//N

TC/.y->ymonopoly

hours=%/3
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